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commercialization Posted on October 14, 2011 By Jack Doyle The idea of
a cloud has been around for a long time. Back in the ‘90s, researchers at
EMC looked at the provisioning and management of storage resources in
large shared data centers and published a set of papers called the
“Storage Resource Management Architecture.” The idea that large
collections of data could be managed centrally has existed for a long time.
The question has always been how to manage them. Patrick Marchese, a
leading authority on cloud computing and an analyst at Ventana
Research, says today’s model “is a close cousin to the concept envisioned
more than 20 years ago.” Today’s cloud model relies heavily on
virtualization and other techniques to move computing power from
personal servers to remote servers in large data centers. Marchese, who
helped manage the development of the Storage Resource Management
Architecture, says the resource management functionality and “the way
resources are aggregated together in a pool” are the same “as what is
being done today in the cloud model.” “The difference is in the way the
physical resources are aggregated together to provide virtual resources,”
Marchese said. “It’s a transformation from an architecture based on
physical resources to one based on virtualized resources.” A major part of
that process has been the commercialization of storage resources. Today,
for example, storage systems are capable of running at 100 petabytes per
hour, and can be purchased with hundreds of terabytes
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